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Van Alstyne: "Well I was in an
awkward position. At the time the
original planning committee was es-
tablished I was head of the Math De-
partment ... So that I had to sit on
the executive committee. I was at the
meeting when the President an-
nounced the formation of the Planning
Committee. The most uncomfortable
experience I've ever had in my life.
The Committee was so upset that they
declared a five minute recess. Right in
the middle of the meeting. They were
very upset and never forgave the
President. It turned out that . . . some
of them were very supportative later
on but as a Committee . . . they
hadn't done the job they were sup-
posed to and they were embarrassed!
And Annoyed. And particularly an-
noyed that they had had no say on
who was on the Committee. They
weren't asked . . . that was the begin-
ning of the demonishion of their pow-
er.
Anderson: "Somehow, I guess,
they got the ear of the Administration
and committees were formed ... to
investigate and come up with a
proposal . . . and eventually this was
presented to the faculty and we had
50,000 meetings ... It was not unani-
mous but ... it was definitely a
majority. We have the PLAN now and
what are we going to do about it?"
Bridgeman: "You can always go
back to the traditional system but how
well do the grades evaluate what the
student has gotten out of the course?
And because the student has passed a
certain number of courses in a certain
number of areas doesn't insure that
he's really carrying . . . (it) in his head
— he's been exposed to it."
"It seemed to have enough good
features that (the faculty) were willing
to give it a try. I think the faculty has
been very cooperative in that once the
thing was adopted they made a real
effort to make it work."
Wagner: "We're still doing the
job — as good a job as other schools
are doing because all of 'em are down.
Because we've adopted a permissive
system that never existed ... He isn't
psyched the way he used to be. He's
brought up on the boob tube ... I
can't do the things that they do on
T.V. — so can I hold your attention?"
"We're still turning out people
that are easily comparable to other
schools, and maybe even a little better,
but still, I strive for the best."
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THE WPI PLAN WPI has undertaken a complete and systematic revision of its
traditional approach to undergraduate engineering education. The
resulting educational program, known as the "WPI Plan", is the
product of two years of intensive planning and seven years of im-
plementation effort involving every one of its 170 faculty members
and 2,200 undergraduate students.
Worcester Polytechnic Institute was
a good school. It had always been a
good school. In 1871 Stephen Salis-
bury II said that WPI was the first at-
tempt in the United States to combine
theoretical knowledge and practical
training. The school emerged as a
source for soundly trained engineers,
however, it did not gain a wide reputa-
tion. Most of its graduates attained
middle management positions. Not
many alumni became outstanding.
WPI never really publicized its
achievements and most of its gradu-
ates wanted the school to remain pret-
ty much the same.
WPI was specifically designed to
give a traditional education. A large
percentage of the Board of Trustees
were Tech graduates. A rigid depart-
mental structure existed. Grading was
based on attendance and the regurgita-
tion of facts. Until recently, ROTC
was mandatory for all students.
The undergraduate generally came
from a family of modest means. For
the most part, he was not interested in
foreign languages, liberal arts, or social
science. The average student was con-
servative, above average in math and
science, and liked to work with his
hands. He enjoyed practical engineer-
ing but did not especially relish its
theoretical aspects.
The faculty was not outstanding.
Ph.D.'s were not as numerous as at
other schools. Only 48% of the engi-
neering faculty had earned that de-
gree. In comparison, 80% of the
faculty had earned their doctorate at
R.P.I. A healthy flow of ideas didn't
seem to exist among departments due
to inbreeding. The school lacked intel-
lectual excitement. Instructors started
to go stale due to heavy teaching loads,
insufficient time for reading and re-
search, and few moments to converse
with other members of the faculty.
Few professors were present whose
stature went beyond New England.
During the 1930's, leading schools
in technical education increased their
research. Therefore, they made vital
contributions to the war effort during
World War II. Their reputations for
making advancements carried on after
the war. WPI did little to encourage
faculty research. The administration
didn't allow enough time for it. Re-
cently, the trend has been improving,
but Tech is still far behind the compe-
tition. For a long time, Alden Research
Lab enjoyed a greater reputation than
the school of which it is a part.
The students who went to Tech
were almost entirely from New Eng-
land. The first time that less than half
of the undergraduates were from Mas-
sachusetts was in 1963. Many superior
students and sons of wealthy WPI
alumni generally went to more presti-
gious schools such as MIT or Brown.
About a decade ago, WPI ex-
perienced serious financial problems.
The endowment per student had been
dropping since 1955. Even though
costs per engineering students were
greater than for a liberal arts scholar,
Tech wasn't really less sound finan-
cially than other schools. However, if
it was to avoid a crisis in the future,
the administration needed to carefully
plan ahead. A rise in the number of
students without an increase in out-
side aid would be disastrous. A num-
ber of options were open to obtain
needed revenue: 1. procure more con-
tributions from alumni, 2. make larger
classrooms and change the philosophy
of education, or 3. create a unique sys-
tem that would appeal to the govern-
ment, foundations and industry who
have the funds to distribute.
At the beginning of this century, en-
gineering produced the technology for
the industrial growth of society. Engi-
neering education was narrow and
very structured. Due to extra work
loads, engineering students in general
had little time for extra-curricular and
cultural activities. They were relative-
ly isolated from the liberal arts college.
This was all fine until after World War
II. Then moralistic thoughts inten-
sified and science became more in-
volved with the problems of mankind.
Today, the engineer is concerned with
more disciplines than ever before.
WPI graduates were sought for de-
sign and development positions by in-
dustry. They were not hired for jobs
needing a theoretical background.
Tuition at Tech was high, financial aid
low and the budget for admissions was
not enough to maintain a nation-wide
secondary school visitation program.
WPI did not get the best graduate stu-
dents and therefore was not able to
obtain the best staff. Many students at
Tech seemed to be less adept in some
areas than other eastern colleges.
Sometimes WPI was even thought of
as some kind of glorified trade school.
The image of the Tech graduate was
not changing either.
Worcester Tech was oriented to-
wards the past. At the end of World
War II, the G.I. Bill served as a catalyst
in sending more people than ever
before to college. Higher education
ceased to be the privilege of the
wealthy. Many Bachelor of Science
degrees were obtained. It is thought
now that a plain traditional B.S. degree
is not sufficient education for a profes-
sional engineering or scientific career.
WPI was not adequately informing
students about modern problems or
how to solve them. Society was chang-
ing. A new philosophy would have to
be adopted by Tech concerning stu-
dents. Undergraduates could no longer
be "bucket to be filled" but must
become a "lamp to be lit." In order to
survive, WPI must change.
In response to questions by some
faculty as to the educational directions
of WPI, President Harry P. Storke on
December 11, 1968, appointed six
faculty members to the President's
Planning Group. They were to develop
a comprehensive proposal of objec-
tives for the college. The group visited
each academic department, the library
staff, Alden Research Lab, the frater-
nities and the dormatories. Ques-
tionaires were sent to the faculty,
administration, trustees, alumni, un-
dergraduates and graduate students.
Planning day was held. Classes were
cancelled for the day. Ten percent of
the students and eighty percent of the
faculty joined in discussions pertain-
ing to the present and future objec-
tives of the school. Many students felt
that they were being trained not edu-
cated. Some even believed that they
were incapable of making decisions. A
few undergrads were turned off from
engineering because of the approach
used by the school. Over all, the cam-
pus felt that more openess and interac-
tion between faculty and students;
and less structure and rigidity would
be very helpful in making WPI a better
institution. The Board of Trustees
named Dr. George W. Hazzard to suc-
ceed the retiring General Storke as
President of the college in 1969. Presi-
dent Hazzard very much wanted the
work of the planning board to contin-
ue.
The financial support given any col-
lege is directly proportional to the
prestige enjoyed by that college. WPI
had to find a role to overcome: the
trade school reputation. It needed an
exciting program that would capture
the nation-wide interest of the invest-
ing public. The college had to develop
a system that would attract a distin-
guished faculty. Those instructors
would have to stir the students imagi-
nation and the program would have to
bring a cohesiveness to the under-
gratuate's education instead of the
present fragmentation. New halls
would have to be built and modern
audio-visual equipment installed. The
faculty should be given more time to
do research. Overall, the planning
board made tremendous progress in
establishing the present status of WPI.
It was also the major factor in creating
a new educational philosophy for the
school and implementing a PLAN to
help make that philosophy a reality.
By 1971 plans for the pilot program
should be finished, 71-72 operation of
the new plan is started, 72-73 program
enlarged, 73-74 2/3 of the students are
under the plan, and 74-75 all of the
entering freshmen should be on the
WPI PLAN.
George Hazzard
Grogan: "And then we went from
the goal statement to the degree re-
quirements. Every last one of them.
We put in just those requirements that
would meet the goals. And require-
ments that we had before— no matter
how beloved or sacred they might
have been, if they didn't reinforce the
goal, we did not put them back."
Bolz: "I've seen a lot of graduates
from typical engineering schools who
pass all their courses . . . and when
faced with an engineering problem
don't know where to begin . . . can't
put it together . . . aren't comfortable
with open-ended problems . . . don't
even know how to begin to attack
them!"
"So the project furnishes not only
the first experience in developing
problem-solving ability but it serves
as a motivator to get the student to see
why he/she is studying basic material
and how some of that material is ap-
plied along with judgment and cre-
ativity to solve real problems."
Roadstrom: "Some of them are
simply tremendous, others a little less
than mediocre. I think that . . . will
straighten out. By its very nature
working closely with students on proj-
ects ... is good."
Seaberg: "Education has to ad-
dress the problem of learning not only
knowledge, but acquiring the ability
to use it . . . wisely. How do we get at
the problem — by gradually placing
students in situations that require
them to become more and more of a
professional. And because the stu-
dents have to select the problems, they
therefore have to define their profes-
sional direction, or at least the direc-
tion that interests them at that time.
The most important thing that hap-
pens is that a student learns how to
learn on his own. We call the whole
thing the Major Qualifying Project.
Bolz: "It serves as a motivator to
get the student to see why he/she is
studying basic material and how some
of that material is applied along with
judgment and creativity to solve real
problems."
Bridgeman: "The tradition of the
Senior Project was pretty well estab-
lished ... it hasn't been that much of
an innovation."
Anderson: "Projects are good I
guess . . . My objective is to further
^2! my career so it's an MQP . . . My ob-
".
. . he went out and got the
money— he went to the foun-
dations — of course he had
something to sell. If it hadn't
been for George Hazzard we
wouldn't have the PLAN to-
day." — Bill Roadstrum
Bill Roadstrum
jective is to serve the world so it's an
IQP."
Wagner: "Right within our de-
partment we generally have a . . .
strong, active, good feeling about the
MQP. I don't think that's shared on
the IQP. I'd like to know the worth —
I'm talking about three good, heavy
subjects. I think three subjects . . . are
much better for the engineers . . ."
Heventhal: "While not all faculty
believe it is worth their time to become
involved in projects far outside their
specialties, it is in this realm, on the
mall, so to speak, between the two
towers, where some of our inventive
students will learn most."
Bridgeman:
good."
'I think the idea is
Bolz: ". . . we are trying to make
a serious effort to . . . raise the stu-
dents consciousness of the social im-
plications of technology . . . We
think, that people learn best by doing
something that is challenging where
you get below the surface of the sub-
ject and become deeply involved."
Heventhal: "The student still
learns writing, terms of discipline, his-
tory, (and) literary approaches from
the one area."
Bridgeman: "I'm not so sure I
think I would like to see a broader ap-
Bolz: "We think, that people
learn best by doing something that is
challenging — where you get below
the surface of the subject . . . We feel
. . . that such probing has later im-
plications for stimulating lifelong
learning. If you gain motivation then
you have all of your life to become
broadly educated."
Anderson: "I think that's (In-
tersesion) a waste of time. I can go to
a girl's trade school if I want to bake or
sew or ballroom dancing."
Bolz: "Those seven weeks are
pretty intense and you need breaks if
you're going to do your best . . . as an
undergraduate it's fun to sit in on
. . .
discussions or learn things about
a subject for the sheer joy of learning.
Maybe you want to know a little As-
tronomy . . ."
".
. . most seniors take negli-
gible courses in the C and D
terms of senior year. Add to
that the course equivalent of
the IQP and MQP — that's a
year's work. There are many
technical electives that the
man should have to be a good
operating engineer when he
gets out of here." — Bob Wag-
ner
proach than the more concentrated
one. The IQP would be very special-
ized
. . . the sufficiency might be more
advantageous to get a broader type ex-
perience than . . . almost making a
liberal arts major out of a little area
without having a broader background
to draw on."
Wagner: "We used to say the en-
gineer was narrow. Now he's narrow
in two places — he's narrow in his
sufficiency and he's narrow in his par-
ticular field of engineering." *.
Anderson: "I give a good one and
so I get maybe 15 kids — so it's not a
total loss . . ."
Grogan: "Then we had the
competency Exam which was for aca-
demic credibility . . ."
Roadstrom: "People complain
about the unevenness of Projects.
There is a great unevenness in Compe-
tency Exams . . . and it hurts students
... If he gets a problem he knows
something about (or has thought
about before) he's in luck. Even the
really good student doesn't know ev-
erything."
Bridgeman: "It isn't intended to
be and we certainly don't try to make
it a comprehensive Exam. It does serve
a very useful purpose in bringing to-
gether an evaluation of the overall
work. The problem . . . the student
doesn't have enough experience in
that type of work. It's still a rather
unique experience. He is given a prob-
lem and sent out to collect information
and put it together and draw some de-
ductions from it. If you try to learn
courses on that basis you would teach
a methodology — a technique — but
you wouldn't be able to cover as much
ground.
Wagner: "Now . . . the system
isn't working as well as it should
. . . you get people who are flunking
and flunking and they pass some until
finally they pass enough to take the
Competency, and they flunk the
Competency and eventually out here
at the end of D term we have all the
people that have flunked. It is truly
difficult to be absolute when you have
all the people that have flunked."
Bolz: "More experience with the
Competency is going to perfect it as an
instrument for learning as well as
evaluation and to insure that our
graduates have the kind of competen-
cy that professionals should have."
"The whole philosophical idea is
not to come to this school for a point
average— not to come to pass courses
— but to come to really develop the
competency expected of a profession-
al."
Anderson: "I would prefer a diff-
erent grading system — I'd like more
pigeon holes to put these guys in. I
think a guy should stand on what he
did — if he doesn't do it then some-
body should be telling him he didn't
do it ... In the good old days they
used to have a hundred pigeon holes to
put people in."
Wagner: "I believe that there is a
"B" category person and 1 feel strongly
about that person. It gives a person
. . . something to strive for. If he can't
get the AD he may not strive as hard.
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. . . What the hell — the AC is very
broad — I'll just sit back and do
enough to get by . . .1 really feel that
if you go out in that world out there
and you flop-off you'll get yourself an
F — you're not going to be an NR. I
think you'd better be trained for it
here and face the music here."
"You'll never find in any one
of those four booklets the
words relevant, meaningful,
viable and none of that educa-
tional bullshit. There isn't any
of it in there and we didn't use
those words when we talked
..." — Roy Seaberg
Roy Seaburg
Bolz: "Distinction tells a student
that . . . the faculty member thinks
the student has accomplished the ob-
jectives of the course in a distin-
guished way."
Van Alstyne: "For off-campus
projects seven weeks is about the right
amount of time."
Bridgeman: "We had more flexi-
bility in presentation under the semes-
ter system. We find in Chemistry that
laboratories are very difficult thing to
work into the seven-week format. I
think it's more the inflexibility of the
one-third unit that creates a problem
than the seven-week term as such
... I think there's something to
"digestion" of the subject."
Anderson: "You try to get one-
third of a student's time and they yell
Seaberg: "It's been misinterpreted
by too many people as an open door to
WPI. That simply isn't the case."
Grogan: "It's consistent with the
PLAN in its theoretical base but it
wasn't part of the PLAN."
Seaberg: "There is no possibility
that we could have negotiated admis-
sions without the PLAN."
If we think that it's totally unreal-
istic for you to come to WPI, we are
going to tell you that and we intend to
be damn firm about it."
Mazlish: "If one had known
ahead of time the problems to be en-
countered, one would have wisely de-
clined to begin the Plan at all. Yet faith
seems to have overcome or dealt with
almost all of the problems . . . the re-
sult was not a house built on cards; as
each part of the Plan became increas-
ingly operational it provided a solu-
tion rather than a dismissal of the
problems we had encountered earlier
. . . This is not to say that all of the
difficulties with the Plan are over once
and for all."
Reed: ". . . there are problems
. . . one major problem and a series of
minor (ones) . . . The major problem
is cost. The Plan represents education
inherently more expensive than the
traditional format. I don't know how
much more expensive — my estimate:
30% to 50% — nor do I know how
WPI will pay for it. The excess cost
stems directly from the Plan's need for
substantially more faculty per student.
The early success of the program has
been made possible by a burst of
faculty dedication and effort which
cannot be sustained for the long haul."
Van Alstyne: "We have some ex-
traordinary faculty. They are able and
Wilbur Bridgman
they're being killed ... by the
amount of work they have to do. If
you look at the PLAN ... we wrote it
for 1500 undergraduates. And we have
50% more than that now . . . There's
a limit to how much (the faculty) can
do before they just collapse ... at the
end of the year I see them absolutely
exhausted."
Wagner: ". . . due to this system
(the Plan) the time we have to put in
is far, far, far greater than we ever had
to before. We can't even be the stu-
dents we used to be. We can't be the
teachers we used to be ... I hear
everybody complaining about it. That
they . . . don't have time enough to
prepare their lectures the way they
used to . . . They're just running at
full tilt all the time."
Anderson:
for thinking."
'There isn't any time
Wagner: "When we voted this
Plan in . . . we were supposed to get
three new professors. Which we didn't
get. And plenty of shop help . . . right
across the whole campus . . . plus
. . . graduate student help so that we
can give all this individual attention
that we have never really gotten
around to. In turn, the student body—
a number of years ago— went roughly
from 400 per class to 600 per class
. . . And do you know how many
profs we went up by?" (ZERO)
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"The courses themselves are
long, narrow corridors of
knowledge ... in real life
situations you constantly have
to synthesize ideas . . . our
program provided virtually no
opportunity to do that — ev-
erything was all in little
boxes." — Bill Grogan
Bill Grogan
"We have some extraordinary
faculty. They are able and
they're being killed. If you
look at the PLAN ... we
wrote it for 1500 undergradu-
ates . . . There's a limit to how
much they can do before they
just collapse. . . I worry about
these people because they are
superb and at the end of the
year I see them absolutely ex-




Bolz: "I think it's an exceptional
faculty in its devotion to undergradu-
ate education."
Roadstrum: "For a lot of good
faculty, they're neglecting their own
professional development."
Picha: "The argument can be
made that faculty members can only
stay abreast ... of technological
change by doing doctoral level re-
search ... I am not persuaded that
other ways exist for maintaining
faculty professional growth. It can be
argued that faculty members working
on real industrial and government
problems with very bright seniors and
masters students can stay alive intel-
lectually and grow professionally."
Reed: "There is reduced oppor-
tunity for consulting because of the
time demands of the Plan, aggravated
by a salary structure which lags be-
hind comparable institutions."
Picha: ". . .it might be that WPI
might begin to lose its valuable faculty
members to industry. (Industrial start-
ing salaries for BS students are once
again equal to Assistant Professor's sa-
laries.)"
Reed: "Some faculty feel under-
recognized. They put in extraordinary
effort, yet seldom hear a word of praise
or recognition."
Roadstrum: "... some of the old
professors . . . "accepted" the PLAN,
but that "acceptance" and real gut ac-
ceptance are two different things. We
all tend to go on in our old way. In
effect the PLAN is being subverted by
the very people who are running it."
Mazlish: "A lapse into compla-
cency, or worse, the emergence of a
counterrevolution cannot be entirely
discounted."
Pake: "The PLAN'S continuing
success hinges crutically on faculty
conscientiousness, effectiveness, and
stamina . . ."
Reed: "I see faculty overload as
the overriding problem of the Plan.
Other problems, such as advising,
projects, competency exams, seven-
week term, all stemming from the
newness of the Plan, can be corrected
given the availability of adequate
faculty time."
Bolz: "Some professors will al-
ways advise more projects. They
shouldn't be expected to then carry a
heavy course load. . . . It's like a foot-
ball team— every player doesn't have
to do everything well . . ."
Reed: "So why is the Plan work-
ing so well at this stage? . . . The an-
swer lies in the faculty's willingness to
put in extraordinary effort, dedication,
and long hours way beyond the call of
duty."
Mazlish: "While we have all been
worrying about the overload on the
faculty ... we have slighted the fact
that the administration is really also
very overloaded."
Anderson: "I would hope there
would be some way of getting rid of
people or at least discouraging them."
Wagner: "Do we have any way of
getting him out? They could just sit
around here and be nothing — be
vegetacles. 1 hat's not the way it
should work to me . . .We suggest to
them— "Why don't you leave here—
you're not doing very well." . . . Well,
that's not the way it is out there. If
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you're not doing your job well you're
going to get kicked man! So you better
face it."
Anderson: With the PLAN we've
gained something and we've lost
something. Gained some flexibility
but lost some rigor. We've lost essen-
tially all of our laboratories
. . . It's
too expensive."
Wagner: "It's (PLAN) made for
the person who's a good go-hard — a
devoted person, but there are many
slough-offs who can hide behind it
Bridgeman: ".
.
. he has more of
a tendency to drift along and not
necessarily come out with as well
rounded an education as he might re-
ceive (under a program) that's more
traditional . . . The danger is the stu-
dent just concentrates in his areas of
interest and doesn't get as broad an
education. He's got the opportunity to
get a broader education than before.
But what I see, is that a great many
students just concentrate in the par-
ticular things that . . . have value for
their specialty."
Riesman: "And everything de-
pends, of course, on a continued flow
of students . . . the general fate of pri-
vate colleges for the long-run future
seems to me bleak, so much so that
WPI's survival and even growth in en-
rollments seem to me as much to the
credit of the PLAN as to the general
revival in the market for graduates
with a B.S. in engineering, particularly
if the baccalaureate degree is in a spe-
cialty in demand at the moment."
Bridgeman: "I think for the mo-
ment we ought to stay with what
we've got and just improve the opera-
tion of it. Get all the bugs out of it.
Can't make any radical changes at this
time — it would just bring us more
new problems to solve. I think only a
long term experiment— not . . . what
the students have done in four years
but what the students (are) doing in
10-20 years that . . . will tell us (if)
the PLAN works or doesn't."
Pake: ".
. . the WPI Plan pro-
duces a superior product at a higher
academic cost. My subjective judg-
ment is that the product increment
proportionately exceeds the academic
increment
. . . This leads to the ulti-
mate question: as WPI settles down to
this effective experimental learning
program, can resources be found to re-
lieve the faculty overload and sustain
the program? In the very long run the
hope may have to rest on industrial
support, presuming that industry will
recognize that it hires a more useful
and effective graduate when he comes
from WPI. This challenge is squarely
before the administration, because of
the fickleness of public and private
foundations with respect to support of
solid programs once their "innova-
tive" lustre wears off . . ."
Mazlish: "... I must conclude
that the WPI Plan is an exciting and
successful innovation that bodes well
to become a prototype of future devel-
opments in scientific and engineering
education."
Van Alstyne: "The Class of 1978
is the first class that has had very little
influence from non-PLAN student. It's
the first class that makes me convinced
that the PLAN is going to work
Bridgeman: "Your education is
something that has to continue. Look
at your life as an opportunity to keep






Seaberg: "The problem is
. . . can
we leave the next generation a world
better than that left to us by our
forefathers. We don't mean better
washing machines, better televisions
— it has to do with the quality of life.
It wasn't hard to do in 1850 — it's
much harder now."
Bolz: "We're geared in our class-
room teaching to one mode and we
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Mae A. Wright Sandy Wyman Randy Wyatt Greg Yeo Robert Zawistowski
Donald D. Abells, Electrical Engineering; 198 Ellis Road, No.
Attleboro, MA Lambda Chi Alpha . . . IEEE . . . Crew
. . . Intramural Sports . . . Sailing Club
Oluwatoyin Adeyinka, Civil Engineering; 2A Akerele St.,
Suru-lere Lagos, Nigeria Black Student Union . . . Foreign
Student Organization of Worcester . . . Future: Graduate
school
Michael F. Ahern, Civil Engineering; 7 Berkeley St.,
Arlington, MA Chi Epsilon . . . Peddler
. . . Recondos
. . . ASCE ... D3 ... Future: Work, Marriage,
Consulting Firm, Family, Government
Bernice G. Albetski, Computer Science; 12 Stoughton Ave.,
Webster, MA ACM . . . DPMA . . . Rifle Club . . .
School Volunteers of Worcester
. . . Future: Working
William J. Alexander, Mechanical Engineering; 5 Brickston
Dr., Pittsford, NY Sigma Pi . . . ASME . . . Future:
Working or graduate school
John E. Anderson, Electrical Engineering; 169 Wendell Rd.,
Warwick, RI Phi Sigma Kappa .
. .
Sailing Club . . . Rifle
& Pistol Club.
Nels J. Anderson, Electrical Engineering; P.O. Box 1154,
Weston, CT Bowling Team . . . Wireless Association
. . . Sigma Pi . . . Future: Working
Paul J. Angelico, Mechanical Engineering; 25 Svenson Rd.,
Shrewsbury, MA Vice-President, Class of '78 . . . Phi
Gamma Delta . . . Alpha Phi Omega . . . ASME . . .
Resident Advisor
. . . Marching & Pep Bands .
. . Future:
Travel, Music, Management Career
Alvaro Arcila, Management Engineering; KGG A #35 A10,
Medellin Colombia
Andrea L. Armour, Civil Engineering; 164 Speen St., Natick,
MA SWE . . . Tennis.
Bramwell B. Arnold, Jr., Mechanical Engineering; Old Mill
Rd., Harvard, MA Crew . . . Ski Team . . . Brass Choir
. . . Wind Ensemble . . . Outing Club . . . Washington,
D.C. Intern.
Zita A. Babickas, Chemistry; 15 Fairbanks St., Worcester,
MA Phi Lambda Upsilon . . . Volleyball . . . Glee Club
. . . Outing Club.
Neil A. Bagdis, Civil Engineering; 16 Brentwood Dr.,
Holden, MA Rifle & Pistol Club . . . Scuba Club . . .
ASCE . . . Future: Engineering, Marriage
Gerald R. Baird, Jr., Mechanical Engineering; 140
Wellington St., Springfield, MA Tau Beta Pi . . . Nuclear
Reactor Operator . . . Scuba Club . . . Rifle & Pistol Club
. . . ROTC ... Pi Tau Sigma.
Diane C. Ballou, Chemical Engineering; 17 Lakewood Dr., E.
Sandwich, MA AIChE . . . SWE . . . Wind Ensemble
. . . Pep Band . . . Lens & Lights Club . . . Masque
. . . Crew . . . Future: Process engineering, R&D
Patrick J. Bartley, Civil Engineering; 622 South St., Holyoke,
MA Sigma Pi . . . Manager, Football . . . Grew . . .
Baseball . . . IFC . . . Future: Working, travel
Daniel C. Baublis, Mechanical Engineering; 78 Hampstead
PL, Athol, MA Pep Band . . . Lacrosse . .
. ASME . . .
Pelham Street Revolutionary Jazz Quintet . . . Future: A
fruitful life as a music teacher
Michael R. Beaudoin, Civil Engineering; 1200 H. St.,
Belmar, NJ Phi Gamma Delta . . . Historian . . .
Wrestling . . . ASCE . . . Student-Alumni Relations
Committee . . . Future: Working
Wayne J. Beisecker, Chemical Engineering; 6 Humboldt
Ave., Worcester, MA Sigma Alpha Epsilon . . . Outing
Club . . . ASChE . . . Future: Up for grabs
Daniel Beliveau, Management Engineering; 100 Becker St.,
Manchester, NH ROTC . . . Peddler . .
. Scuba Club
. . . D3 . . . Future: Army
Mark S. Belmonte, Civil Engineering; 22 Plantation St.,
Worcester, MA Sailing
. . . ASCE
. . . Future: Graduate
school
Bruce K. Bertrand, Life Sciences; 23 Millbury Ave.,
Millbury, MA Glee Club . . . Future: Graduate school
(Ph.D.)
Theodore Biadasz, Management Engineering; 43 Garrison
Ave, Worcester MA
Richard Bielen, Electrical Engineering; 621 Dickinson St.,
Springfield, MA Baseball
. . . Rifle & Pistol Club . . .
Intramural Softball
Jeffrey W. Blanton, Mechanical Engineering; 5 Donny Dr.,
Franklin, MA Intramural Sports
. . . Alumni Telephone
. . . Easter Seals Handicap
.
. . Swimming
. . . United
Way Basketball Marathon
. . . Academic Advisor
Committee . . . Phi Gamma Delta.
Howard G. Bleakie, Civil Engineering; P.O. Box 262,
Cohasset, MA ASCE . . . SFPE . . . Future: Overseas
work in field construction management




Daniel Boudreau, Electrical Engineering; 1149 Elm St., West
Springfield, MA
John Bourassa, Electrical Engineering; 96 Vale St.
Worcester, MA
Richard Bourgault, Electrical Engineering; 9 Einhorn Rd.,
Worcester, MA
Cynthia A. Bouvier, Civil Engineering; P.O. Box 36, Cottage
Rd., Dudley, MA Fine Arts Committee . . . Freshman
Orientation ... Ad Hoc Committee Title IX . . . SWE
. . . Lens & Lights Club . . . IRHC . . . Future: Graduate
school
Robert Brosnahan, Mechanical Engineering; 12 Old Wood
Rd., Framingham, MA Rifle & Pistol Club . . . Life
Sciences Club . . .Sailing Club . . . ASME . . . Future:
Graduate school
Robert A. Brown, III, Mechanical Engineering; 135 Chelsea
St., Gardner, MA Swimming . . . Phi Gamma Delta
. . . Athletic Council . . . Varsity Club . . . Future:
Design engineering
Jonathan Brucks, Mechanical Engineering; 37 Morris Rd.,
Spring Valley, NY
James Burgarella, Electrical Engineering; 62 Indian Ridge
Rd., Sudbury, MA
Gerald Bujaucius, Environmental Science; 408 Vernon St.,
Manchester, CT Student Government
. . . Academic
Committee & Curriculum Committee . . . Intramural
Sports . . . Future: Graduate school
Robert Caless, Mechanical Engineering; 70 Beaver Brook
Rd., Westford, MA ASME . . . Future: Working or
graduate school
Ian Cannon, Chemical Engineering; 2957 Seaview Ave.,
Ventura, CA Outing Club . . . AIChE . . . Solar Energy
Society . . . Winter Mountaineering Workshop
Instructor, '78 . . . Future: Graduate school
Jean L. Cariglia, Electrical Engineering; 60 Crowningshield
Rd., Worcester, MA
Richard Carpenter, Mechanical Engineering; 3 Coffee St.,
Medway, MA Lambda Chi Alpha . . . Intramural Sports
. . . Future: Graduate school
Ralph J. Castriotta, Jr., Life Sciences; 28 Oak Cir., Holden,
MA Baseball . . . Soccer . . . Pistol Club . . . Life Sciences
Club . . . Intramural Sports . . . Future: Medical
school/Graduate school
Shane Allen Chalke, Mathematics; Old Common Rd.,
Lancaster, MA
Robert Chapell, Civil Engineering; 41 Old Marlboro Rd.,
Maynard, MA Intramural Sports . . , ASCE . . . Future:
Working
Ralph Severance Chapman, Computer Science; Upper
Dummerston Rd., Brattleboro, VT
Karen Chesney, Chemical Engineering; 101 Countryside
Lane, Hackettstown, NJ Basketball . . . Crew . . . Phi
Sigma Sigma .
. . Freshman Orientation Committee
. . . Big Sister Juvenile Court . . .Homecoming Queen
. . . Homecoming Committee . . . Resident Advisor
. . . AIChE . . . SWE.
David T. Chin, Civil Engineering; 22 Charles St., Hyde Park,
MA Alpha Tau Omega . . . ASCE . . . SFPE . . . Camera
Club . . . Soccer.
William Christian, Civil Engineering; 72 E. Broadway,
Derry, NH
Mark J. Cioffi, Management Engineering; 4 Cemetery Rd.,
No. Springfield, VT Head Resident Advisor . . . Resident
Advisor . . . SAM . . . Track . . . Intramural Sports
. . . IRHC.
Brian B. Clang,Civil Engineering; 46 Leahaven Terrace,
Braintree, MA Soccer . . . Alpha Tau Omega . . . Skull
. . . Future: Working and possibly graduate school
Richard V. Clayton, II, Computer Science; 820 Oak Terr., Pt.
Pleasant Beach, NJ ACM . . . Fencing . . . Go . . . Future:
Learn to play flute, improve English skills, experiment
with video (computer) art
Donald Clemmey, Mathematics; 174 Belleville Ave., New
Bedford MA
Paul R. Cody, Electrical Engineering; Valley Rd., Barre, MA
Lacrosse Club . . . Future: Power engineer
Louis Collette, Mechanical Engineering, 66 Manila St,
Oakville, CT
James J. Collins, Mechanical Engineering; 63 Governors Rd.,
Milton, MA Washington (DC) Project Center . . . Delta
Sigma Tau . . . ASME.
William Collins, Mechanical Engineering, 123 King's
Highway, Moorestown, NJ
John M. Contestabile, Civil Engineering; 4 Oak St.,
Stoneham, MA Wrestling . . . Phi Gamma Delta . . .
ASCE . . . Newspeak . . . Peddler . . . Intramural Sports
. . . Future: Construction management
Bob Cook, Mechanical Engineering; 42 Cooks Circle,
Wrentham, MA
George E. Cooper, Jr., Civil Engineering; 23 Elliot St.,
Meriden, CT Cross-Country . . . Track . . . Sigma Phi
Epsilon . . . Intramural Sports . . . Future: Geotechnical
engineering
Andrew B. Corman, Civil Engineering; Harvard Rd.,
Lancaster, MA Freshman Orientation Committee . . . IFC
Rush Chairman . . . Alpha Tau Omega . . . Future:
Graduate school
Richard Paul Cote, Electrical Engineering; 11 Martin St.,
Marlboro MA
Linda J. Courville, Electrical Engineering; 58 Arthur St.,
Worcester, MA Peddler .
. .
Sailing Club . . . Fencing
.
. . Future: Systems Engineering
John B. Cozzens, Jr., Electrical Engineering; 41 Arkwright
Rd., Webster, MA Football . . . Wrestling ... Phi Sigma
Epsilon . . . Future: EE
Stephen M. D'Alessandro, Life Sciences; 17 Rockingham
St., Lynn, MA Masque . . . Science Fiction Club . . .
Cross Country . . . Track . . . Delta Sigma Tau . . .
Future: Biological research work
Kathryn A. Dearden, Chemical Engineering; 9 Aubrey St.,
Waterville, Me.
Gerard A. Del Priore, Electrical Engineering; 18 Lamphere
Rd., Waterford, CT Eta Kappa Nu . . . Future: Design
engineer
Richard S. Diamond, Management; 198 Timrod Rd.,
Manchester, CT.
William H. Diederich, Management Engineering; 78i West
St., Worcester, MA Phi Kappa Theta . . . AFROTC
. .
. D3 . . . Future: Earn bachelor's degree in Mechanical
Engineering at WPI
Adrienne D. Dill, Civil Engineering; 20 Delbarton Dr., Short
Hills, NJ
Patrick J. Donahue, Chemical Engineering; Hartford
Turnpike, Sutton, MA AIChE . . . Peddler . . . Intramural
Sports . . . Washington (DC) Project Center Advisory
Committee . . . Karate Club . . . Future: Work in
environmental protection, learn to play the guitar
Mary A. Donovan, Civil Engineering; 550 So. Border St.,
Winchester, MA Field Hockey . . . Basketball . . .
Softball
.
. . Crew . . . SWE . . . Future: Civil
Engineering
James H. Doorley, Civil Engineering; Foster Hill Rd.,
Henniker, NH
Anthony M. Doornweerd, Civil Engineering; 100 Macy Rd
,
Briarcliff, N.Y.
John F. Downes, Chemical Engineering; 600 Hatherly Rd.,
N. Scituate, MA Delta Sigma Tau . . . Baseball . . . Chess
Club . . . Future: Get a job
Stephen F. Dudzik, Mechanical Engineering; 22 Horsford
Ave., Rumford, RI Pistol & Rifle Club . . . D3.
Raymond M. Dunn, Chemistry; 245 Paine Ave., New
Rochelle, NY Phi Gamma Delta . . . Swimming . . . Class
Representative . . . Committee on Academic Advising
. . .
Commencement Speaker Committee . . . Tau Beta Pi
. .
. Phi Lambda Upsilon.
Daniel W. Durbak, Electrical Engineering; 1835 Becker St.,
Schenectady, NY Baseball . . . Basketball . . . Lambda
Chi Alpha.
Anne E. Dyer, Civil Engineering; Pepperell Rd., Brookline,
NH
Richard A. Dziura, Electrical Engineering; 56 Albion St.,
Naugatuck, CT.
Douglas Jackson Edwards, Electrical Engineering; 156
Jefferson St., Albany, N.Y.
Thomas V. Edwards, Electrical Engineering; 42 Rocky Ridge
Dr., Trumbull, CT Sigma Pi.
Wayne C. Edwards, Civil Engineering; 1890 7th Ave., New
York, NY Sigma Alpha Epsilon .
. . Glee Club . . . ASCE
. . . Intramural Sports . . . Rifle & Pistol Club . . . Future:
Graduate school, finding a job, travel
Anwar M. Essamin, Chemistry; Box 619, Benghazi, Libya
Soccer . . . Intramural Sports . . . Future: Graduate school
David Zarrabi Esshagh, Chemistry; Tehran, Iran
Mark Stephen Etre, Civil Engineering; 38 Woodford St.,
Worcester, MA.
Scott Farrell, Computer Science; 301 Sycamore Hill Ct,
Danville, CA Baseball . . . Resident Advisor . . . Varsity
Club . . . Social Committee
Paul Fearnside, Chemical Engineering; 51 Whittier Rd.,
Reading, MA Football . . . Hockey . . . Track . . . Skull
. . . Sigma Phi Epsilon . . . D3
Carl J. Feraco, Civil Engineering; 380 Grafton St., Worcester,
MA.
Anthony L. Fernandes, Civil Engineering; 60 Woodside Rd.,
Ludlow, MA ASCE . . . Football . . . Baseball .
. .
Intramural Sports . . . Phi Gamma Delta . . . Committee
on Academic Advising . . . Future: Environmental
engineering in Vermont or New Hampshire
Ronald E. Fish, Electrical Engineering; 55 Brooklawn Circle,
New Haven, CT Scuba Club . . . Wireless Association
.
. .
Hillel . . . Life Sciences Club . . . Peddler . . .
Internal Residence Hall Committee . . . IEEE . . . Future:
Graduate School
David E. Fisher, Civil Engineering; 126 Miller St., Westfield,
MA Soccer . . . Glee Club . . . Sigma Alpha Epsilon
. . . Future: Production engineering and management
Robert A. Flynn, Management Engineering; 831 Garden Rd.,
Orange, CT Alpha Tau Omega
. . . Soccer . . . IFC
.
. . Campus Hearing Board . . . Management Society
. . . Future: Graduate School
Donald Edward Fontaine, Management Engineering; 30
Paul St., Auburn, MA Lambda Chi Alpha . . . Future:
Work
James M. Fowler, Civil Engineering; RR Box 384, Hamburg,
NJ Glee Club . . . Cheerleader . . . Asst. Coach, Women's
Softball & Basketball
Jayne P. Franciose, Mechanical Engineering; Worcester Rd.,
Barre, MA Class Secretary & Treasurer . . . Crew . . .
Cheerleader . . . Fencing
. . . Masque . . . SWE . . . Fine
Arts Committee
. . . Freshman Orientation Committee
. . . ASME . .
. Choir . . . Future: Biomedical Engineering
Design & Acting
Jeffrey M. Fraulino, Civil Engineering; Stevens Lane,
Middletown, CT ASCE . . . Intramural Sports
George Rene Fredette, Civil Engineering; 424 Madison St.,
Fitchburg, MA.
John Richard Freeburn Jr., Electrical Engineering; 10
Sherbrook Ave., Worcester, MA.
Mark J. Freitas, Computer Science; 24 Baldwin St., No.
Easton, MA Cross Country . . . Track . . . Stage Band
. . .
Chess Club . . . Masque . . . Future: Graduate School
Robert Fritsch, Electrical Engineering; 196 Cedar St.,
Clinton, MA Scuba Club . . Future: Graduate School &
job in industry
William F. Gagne, Civil Engineering; 22 Stenson St.,
Bellingham, MA Soccer . . . ASCE . . . SFPE . . . Future:
Career employment
Michael J. Gantick, Civil Engineering; 220 Lawrence Rd„ So.
Windsor, CT Track . . . Basketball . . . Varsity Club
.
. . Phi Sigma Kappa . . . Future: Employment in sanitary
and environmental engineering
Carl P. Gerstle, Electrical Engineering; 6 Harris PL, Fairlawn,
N.J.
Dean D. Giacopassi, Mechanical Engineering; 8 Burnap Rd.,
Windsor Locks, CT SFPE . . . ASME . . . AIAA . . .Pistol
Team . . . Fencing
Paul Gifford, Civil Engineering; 12 So. Maple St., Shelburne
Falls, MA Sigma Phi Epsilon
John Giordano, Mechanical Engineering; 11 Ridge Rd.,
Cresskill, NJ Football . . . Future: Employment,
professional engineer's license
Gilberto Gonzalez, Mechanical Engineering; No. 98-165
Valencia, Carabobo, Venezuela Pistol Club . . . ASME
. . . Future: Employment in Venezuela
Richard Gottlieb, Civil Engineering, 65 Willits Rd., Glen
Cove, NY D-3 . . . Sigma Phi Epsilon . . . Future: Taking
whatever they give
Toby R. Gouker, Chemical Engineering; 9217 Gue Rd.,
Damascus, MD Sigma Alpha Epsilon . . . IFC . . . Junior
Prom Co-chairman . . . Newspeak . . . Skeptical
Chemists . . . Glee Club . . . Phi Lambda Upsilon . . .
Bowling Club . . . Future: To discover
Bryce Church Granger, Mechanical Engineering; 10400
Montgomery Ave., Kensington, MD.
Robert John Grochmal, Electrical Engineering; 220 Bowles
Park, Springfield, MA Soccer . . . Alpha Tau Omega
. . . IEEE . . . Pistol Club
Martin Joel Grossman, Computer Science; 65 Rachel Rd.,
Newton Centre, MA Delta Sigma Tau
Mark Groves, Electrical Engineering; 1426 McDowell Rd.,
Asheboro, NC Phi Sigma Kappa . . . Intramural Sports
. . . D-3 . . . 4:15
Cynthia Ann Gryniuk, Mechanical Engineering; 303
Wolcott St., Waterbury, CT
Paul Gudelski, Civil Engineering; 395 Crown St., Meriden,
CT ASCE . . . Intramural Basketball
Thomas Gudewicz, Life Sciences; 30 Storrs St., Hartford, CT
Lacrosse . . . Scuba Club . . . Life Sciences Club . . .
IRHC . . . Future: Sail the world alone
Thorn A. Hammond, Management Engineering; 15 Einhorn
Rd., Worcester, MA Soccer . . . Future: Employment
Elizabeth A. Hanlon, Math; 4 Hillside St., Worcester, MA.
John Hannon, Mechanical Engineering; 1206 Norbee Dr.,
Wilmington, DE Soccer ... Ski Team . . . Scuba Club
. . . Outing Club . . . Future: Employment in design or
plant engineering; graduate school
Mark W. Harley, Electrical Engineering; 53 Elmwood St.,
Box 101, W. Millbury, MA Future: Employment
Annie Trepanier Harris, Chemical Engineering; Elm St.,
Norwich, VT.
David Taft Hawley, Mechanical Engineering; 15 Monticello
Ave., W. Boylston, MA ASME ... Pi Tau Sigma
Peter Hayden, Mechanical Engineering; 141 Estabrook St.,
Athol, MA Phi Gamma Delta . . . ASME . . . Resident
Advisor . . . Committee on Academic Policy . . .
Freshman Orientation Committee . . . Young Alumni
Phonothon Chairman . . . Intramural Sports
Mark J. Hebert, Mechanical Engineering; 75 B Elm St.,
Worcester, MA Pi Tau Sigma . . . ASME . . . House
Manager, Showcase Cinemas
Erik Leigh Hedberg, Biomedical Engineering; 29 Bronson
Rd., Avon, CT Crew . . . Phi Gamma Delta . . . Future:
Graduate School (Ph.D.)
Keith E. Herreman, Electrical Engineering; 3000 Indian
Wood Rd., Wilmette, IL Wireless Association . . . Future:
Business career
Ruth Anne Heselbarth, Management; 5 Ashwood Rd.,
Paxton, MA SAM . . . Zeta Psi . . . SWE . . . Scuba Club
. .
. Bowling Team
Howard J. Hillstrom, Electrical Engineering; 7 Einhorn Rd.,
Worcester, MA Engineer, WCUW-FM . . . Intramural
Basketball . . . Instructor, jazz guitar . . . Future:
Graduate School, research
Lawrence P. Hindle, Civil Engineering; 4 Summit Dr.,
Warren, RI Soccer . . . Alpha Tau Omega . . . Skull
. . . ASCE . . . Future: Employment
Sally L. Hodgerney, Computer Science; 46 Summerhill Ave.,
Worcester, MA Phi Sigma Sigma . . . Basketball . . .
Softball . . .Field Hockey . . . Bowling . . . Future:
Employment in commercial applications of computer
science
John Edward Holland, Mechanical Engineering; 5 Rural St.,
Worcester, MA.
Herbert W. Holmes, Civil Engineering; 490 Parmenter Rd.,
RFD #1, Framingham, MA D3 . . . Phi Gamma Delta
. . . Cheering . . . Intramural Sports . . . ASCE . . .
Future: Construction management
Sandra A. Hoyle, Electrical Engineering; 613 West St.,
Wrentham, MA SWE . . . IEEE . . . Junior Prom
Committee . . . Future: Computer engineering
Michael P. Huba, Mechanical Engineering; 40
Meadowbrook Rd., Agawam, MA Tennis . . . Future:
Employment
Herbert H.P. Hui, Management Engineering; 14 Mt. Butler
Drive, Jardine's Lkout. Hong Kong Outing Club . . .
Peddler . . . Rifle & Pistol Club . . . ROTC . . . Scuba
Club . . . Future: Graduate school & enjoy life
Amy L. Hunter, Management; 2 Monica Road, Worcester,
MA SAM . . . SWE . . . Sailing Club
Kevin S. Ingle, Management; 14 North St., Shrewsbury, MA
Management Club . . . Future: Graduate School
Daniel B. Jackson, Electrical Engineering; 5704 Castle Rock
Rd., Roanoke, VA Tau Beta Pi . . . Eta Kappa Nu . . .
IEEE . . . Stage Band . . . Wind Ensemble . . . Future:
Graduate School
Eugene Jakubowski, Management Engineering; 27 McAdoo
Ave., Trumbull, CT Intramural Sports . . . Future:
Employment
Christopher A. James, Mechanical Engineering; 12309
Chalford La., Bowie, MD Outing Club . . . Fife Playing
. . . Future: Travel, Solar Energy
Jocelyn O. Johnson, Mechanical Engineering; 121 Garden
St., Farmington, CT.
Thomas J. Johnson, Mechanical Engineering; 828 Pleasant
St., Rochdale, MA.
David Charles Jones, Mechanical Engineering; 9 Hickory
Rd., Braintree, MA Delta Sigma Tau . . . ASM . . .
Future: Graduate School
Michael W. Josbaecher, Computer Science; 2 Hoover Rd.,
Northborough, MA.
William Edwin Kaknes, Math; 164 S. Row Rd., Townsend,
MA.
Philip J. Katz, Mechanical Engineering; 5 Woods Hole Rd.,
Cranford, NJ ASME
Dennis F. Kelly, Mechanical Engineering; 841 Center St.,
Brockton, Senior Class Treasurer . . . Phi Kappa Theta
. . . Future: Astronaut
William Kelm, Civil Engineering; 70 Waldeck Rd., Milton,
MA Wrestling . . . Intramural Sports ... Phi Kappa
Theta Future: Employment
Michael S. Kenniston, Mathematics; 105 E. Hodges St.,
Norton, MA Pi Mu Epsilon . . . Upsilon Pi Epsilon
. . .Math Club. . .ACM. . . DPMA . . . Lens & Lights
. . .
Future: Graduate School
Benjamin Khoudari, Mamagement; Calle 96 #20-30,
Bogota, Columbia Future: Employment in South America
Kevin R. Kidd, Civil Engineering; 58 Vernon Rd., Scituate,
MA Lacrosse . . . Future: Air pollution control, plant
processing
Osamu Kimura, Civil Engineering; 2 Copper Kettle Lane,
Barrington, RI
Ellen Laurie King, Life Sciences; Baldwin Hill Rd.,
Litchfield, CT Resident Advisor . . . Cheerleader . . .
Track Manager . . . Rowing Club . . . Newspeak . . .
Senior Associate
John P. Kirby, Mechanical Engineering; 1359 Crest Drive,
Windsor, CT ASME ... Pi Tau Sigma . . . Future:
Graduate School, Industry
Carlton B. Klein, Management Engineering; 12 Old
Chimney Rd., Barrington, RI Lambda Chi Alpha . . . Golf
Team . . . Epsilon Upsilon Pi
Gary S. Knox, Mechanical Engineering & Management; 221
Lawrence St., Haverhill, MA Glee Club . . . Baker's Dozen
. . . D3
Stephen W. Koch, Computer Science; 71 Osgood St.,
Andover, MA.
Soheil Kohan-Sedgh, Management; Assad St., Pessian Ave.,
Shemiran, Tehran, Iran
John Anthony Kuchachik, Civil Engineering; 52 Upland
Ave., Webster, MA Lens & Lights . . . DHAC . . .Peddler
. . . Camera Club . . . ASCE . . . SFPE . . . SERO
. . . Future: Civil or Fire Protection Engineering
Stephen M. Kuczarski, Electrical Engineering; 49 Rockland
St., Springfield, MA JV Baseball
William Wayne Kuhns III, Mechanical Engineering; 42
Colburn Rd., Staffordville, CT.
Kenneth N. Kummins, Chemical Engineering; 152 No.
Adams St., Manchester, NH Tau Kappa Epsilon . . .
Intramural Softball . . . AIChE . . . Co-Camelot Castle
Designer
Mark Kuzawinski, Electrical Engineering; 2167 Foxhill Dr.,
Schenectady, N.Y.
John Limont Landers, Electrical Engineering; 60 Barker, Mt.
Kisco, N.Y.
Peter W. Landry, Civil Engineering; 4 Karla Drive,
Whippany, NJ Sailing Club . . . Crew Club . . . Alpha
Tau Omega . . . ASCE . . . SFPE . . . Future: Graduate
School, Professional Engineer
Paul A. Lanzillotta, Electrical Engineering; 86 Russell Rd.,
Garden City, NY IEEE . . . Solar Engineering Society
. . . Future: Consulting Engineer
Stephen C. LaPlante, Civil Engineering; Thayer Farms Rd.,
Attleboro, MA Phi Gamma Delta . . . Cheerleader . . .
ASCE . . . Intramural Sports . . . Future: Construction
Management or Transportation
Leonard J. Lariviere, Civil Engineering; 16 Royal Crest Dr.,
Marlboro, MA.
Jon Gordon Lawrence, Civil Engineering; 99 Salisbury St.,
Worcester, MA Phi Gamma Delta . . . ASCE ... Big
Brother . . . Football
Frank Leahy, Mathematics; 5075 Blacksmith Dr., Columbia,
MD Cross Country . . . Track ... Pi Mu Epsilon . . .
1977 President's IQP Award . . . Senior Associate . . .
Title IX Committee . . . Future: Graduate School
John Danaher Lennhoff, Chemical Engineering; 23 W.
Normandy Dr., West Hartford, CT.
Scott A. Lentz, Electrical Engineering; 63 Bradford St., No.
Andover, MA Phi Gamma Delta
Houghton Lewis, Mechanical Engineering; Box 453, RD 1,
Chadds Ford, PA Phi Sigma Kappa . . . ASME . . . Cross
Country . . . Sailing Club . . . Washington Project Center
. . . Trent Polytechnic Exchange . . . Future: Employment
Douglas S. Loomer, Management; 42 Overlook Dr.,
Chappaqua, N.Y.
Craig Luce, Mechanical Engineering; 3 Indian Kill Rd.,
Scotia, NY Future: Graduate School
Robert Lundin, Life Sciences; Bayside Rd., Ellsworth, ME.
Francis Ernest Luttazi, Civil Engineering; Off Springdale
Ave., Dover, MA.
Kathryn E. Lyga, Mechanical Engineering; Scott Rd.,
Terryville, CT Fencing . . . Masque . . . Outing Club
. . . Modern Dance Club . . . Future: Employment
Brian Lynch, Electrical Engineering; 235 Conant Road,
Weston, MA Future: Graduate School
William F. Malone, Jr., Civil Engineering; 4 Colonial Rd.,
Auburn, MA Future: Employment with travel
Margaret E. Mandrus, Electrical Engineering; 50 Pleasant
Valley Dr., #1, Worcester, MA Wind Ensemble . . .
Future: Computer Design
Neil Manus, Electrical Engineering; 57 Brightview Dr., West
Hartford, CT Future: Graduate School
Francis Paul Marchand, Jr., Mechanical Engineering; 19
Trinity Ter., Agawam, MA ASME . . . Intramural Sports
. . . Future: Career in Mechanical Engineering
Jerome R. Marcotte, Civil Engineering; 8 School St., Granby,
MA.
David Thomas Markey, Mechanical Engineering; 46 Tiffany
St., Providence, RI Life Science Club . . . Track
. . .
Lambda Chi Alpha . . . Intramural Sports . . . ASME
. . . Future: Material Science aspect of Mechanical
Engineering
Wayne Martin, Mechanical Engineering; 101 Hoover Ave.,
Bristol, CT Soccer . . . Future: Employment
Joseph Maslar, Electrical Engineering; 74 E. Silver St.,
Westfield, MA Future: Graduate School
Michele Frances Mass, Civil Engineering; 765 Woodland
Ave., Oradell, N.J.
Silvia Matamoros, Electrical Engineering; La Alhambra
Apdo. 419, San Cristobal, Venezuela
Geoffrey A. Matter, Computer Science; Tall Oaks Rd.,
Stamford, CT
Laura Lee Mattick, Physics; 3033 Fiddlers Green Rd.,
Cincinnati, OH SWE . . . Campus Hearing Board . . .
Crew . . . Skull . . . Sigma Pi Sigma . . . Future:
Management
Mark Wright McCalmont, Mechanical Engineering; 7
Beverly Rd., Acton, MA
Elizabeth L. McCauley, Interdisciplinary; 939 Nantasket
Ave., Hull, MA Fencing Club . . . Sailing Club . . .
Peddler . . . Committee on Academic Policy . . . Future:
Employment in city clinics
John McGee, Electrical Engineering; 20 Broad St., No.
Attleboro, MA Sigma Pi . . . Upsilon Pi Epsilon
. . .
IEEE-HKN Newsletter
Charles W. McGovern, Electrical Engineering; Central St.,
Auburn, MA.
Daniel C. McKeogh, Chemical Engineering; 140 Maiden St.,
West Boylston, MA AIChE
. . . Life Science Club . . .
Intramural Basketball
. . . Future: Employment
Brian P. McLane, Electrical Engineering; 118 Sunset Rd.,
Arlington, MA Lens & Lights . . . Future: Consumer
Electronics
Kevin McNamara, Mechanical Engineering; 20 Neptune Dr.,
Shrewsbury, MA.
Richard McNamara, Civil Engineering; 42 June St.,




Thomas Medrek, Electrical Engineering; 63 Fernwood Dr., E.
Longmeadow, MA Eta Kappa Nu . . . D-3 . . . Phi
Gamma Delta
John Lawrence Melillo, Electrical Engineering; 83 Fitch St.,
North Haven, CT.
Edward J. Menard, Computer Science; 323 Bedford St.,
Whitman, MA ACM . . . DPMA . .
.
Masque
. . . Rifle
& Pistol Club . . . UPE . . . Future: Undecided
Stephan A. Mezak, Computer Science & Electrical
Engineering; 9797 111 St. North, Seminole, FL .
. . Glee
Club . . . Baker's Dozen . .
. London Exchange Program
. . . Future: Graduate School
Steven R. Mickool, Mechanical Engineering & Electrical
Engineering; 118 Fatima Dr., Somerset, MA .
. . Football
. . . Baseball . . . Golf ... Phi Kappa Theta . . . ASME
. . . IEEE . . . Future: Graduate School
Bradford A. Mills, Civil Engineering; 16 Heard Dr., Ipswich,
MA Baseball . .
. Football . . . Intramural Sports
. . .
ASCE . Phi Kappa Theta .
. Future: Early retirement
James Edward Monroe, Life Sciences; 59 E. Central St.,
Worcester, MA Glee Club
. . . Life Science Club
Thomas E. Monroe, Management; 22 Seagrave St.,
Uxbridge, MA.
James Morris, Electrical Engineering; 63 Tennyson Rd.,
Reading, MA Sigma Phi Epsilon . . . Track . . . D-3
Stephen Russell Moriarty, Mechanical Engineering;
11 Underwood St., Worcester, MA
John H. Moulton, Mechanical Engineering; 760 Stoney
Brook Rd., Elmira, NY Pi Tau Sigma .
. . Alpha Tau
Omega . . ASME .
. . Newspeak . . . Masque . . .
Intramural Sports . . . Future: Employment and
eventually graduate work
Peter J. Mulvihill, Civil Engineering; 103 Elizabeth Dr.,
Raynham, MA Newspeak ... Pi Delta Epsilon . . . Theta
Chi . . . Rifle &Pistol Club
Gerald Thane Myintt, Mechanical Engineering; 169
Shwegondaing Rd., Rangoon, Burma
Karl Eric Munson, Mechanical Engineering; Pond Meadow
Rd., Ivoryton, CT ASME . . . D-3 . . . Sigma Alpha
Epsilon . . . Rifle & Pistol Club . . . Future: Undecided
Michael R. Neece, Physics; 138 Davenport St., Chicopee,
MA.
Theodore Jay Neiman, Electrical Engineering; 9 Rices Lane,
Westport, CT Phi Kappa Theta . . . IEEE . . . Brass Choir
. . . Wind Ensemble . . . Squash . . . Tennis . . . Future:
Research &Development
Patrick J. Nicholson, Civil Engineering; 14 Marilyn Dr.,
Auburn, MA ASCE . . . 4:15
Kevin M. Northridge, Civil Engineering; 7 Keyes St.,
Florham Pk., N.J.
Wayne J. Noss, Physics & Computer Science; 338 Col.
Ledyard Hwy., Ledyard, CT Christian Bible Fellowship
. . . Brass Choir . . .ACM . . . Tau Beta Pi . . . Sigma Pi
Sigma
Sergej K. Ochrimenko, Civil Engineering; 1407 Madison
Place, Pompton Lakes, NJ Football . . . Wrestling . . .
Baseball . . . Sigma Phi Epsilon . . . D3 . . . Future:
Employment
Rory Joseph O'Connor, Life Sciences/Bioethics; 57
Cherrelyn St., Springfield, MA Editor, Newspeak . . .
Lens & Lights . . . Cinematech Committee . . . Trustees
Committee on Academic Policy &Student Affairs . . .
Masque . . . Committee of Concerned Students ... Pi
Delta Epsilon . . . Life Sciences Club . . . Fine Arts
Committee . . . Future: Science writing
Kevin O'Donnell, Physics; 44 Nantucket Ave., So.
Yarmouth, MA Sigma Pi Sigma . . . Future: Graduate
School
Lucian Benjamin Ograbisz, Electrical Engineering; 14
Woodland St., Worcester, MA Football . . . Eta Kappa Nu
. . . IEEE
Michael O'Hara, Civil Engineering; 233 Park Ave., North
Caldwell, NJ ASCE . . . SFPE . . . Pub Staff . . .Resident
Advisor . . . Football . . . Outing Club . . . Sigma Phi
Epsilon . . . IFC
Mark Daniel O'Hearne, Chemical Engineering; 17 Chapman
Ave., Wilmington, MA Tau Kappa Epsilon . . . Intramural
Bowling . . . Resident Advisor . . . Sailing Club . . .
AIChE . . . WPIEST . . .Co-Camelot Castle Designer
. . . Future: Travel & Relaxation
Bruce A. Olsen, Mechanical Engineering; Little Hill Rd.,
RFD 1, Warner, N.H.
Stephen R. Pace, Civil Engineering; P.O. Box 10059,
Elmwood, CT.
Robin L. Paisner, Interdisciplinary; 920-11 Baychester Ave.,
Bronx, NY Fencing . . . Masque . . . Title IX Committee
. . . Student-Faculty Committee on Student Life . . .
Peddler . . . Future: Learn German
Robert L. Pancotti, Computer Science; 32 Fairway Dr.,
Ludlow, MA.
Tom Panek, Chemical Engineering; 51 Shannon Rd., East
Hartford, CT IFC . . . Resident Advisor . . . Student Body
President . . . Phi Sigma Kappa . . . AIChE
. . .
Intramural Sports . . . Future: Graduate School
Douglas R. Parsons, Management; 34 Harding Ave.,
Braintree, MA Lambda Chi Alpha . . . Crew . . . Lacrosse
. . . Committee of Concerned Students . . . DPMA
John Pavao, Management & Data Processing; 679 Hart St.,
Dighton, MA Wireless Association . . . Future:
Employment in computer programming
Louis Pelletier Jr., Civil Engineering; 81 Pratt Rd., Fitchburg,
MA.
Martti Armas Peltola, Physics; 93 Worcester Rd.,
Westminster, MA.
Keith Jeffrey Perkins, Mathematics; 6 Birch St., Farmington,
CT Crew . . . Social Committee . .
. Junior Prom
Committee
. . . Freshman Orientation Committee . .
.
Zeta Psi . . . D-3 . . . Future: Actuary
Paul A. Peterson, Chemical Engineering; 26 Hartford Rd.,
Worcester, MA.
John D. Petze, Management; 265 Main St., Norwell, MA.
Robert B. Pierce, Mechanical Engineering; 1028 Pleasant St.,
Paxton, MA
John Edmund Pinho, Chemistry; 34 Prince Henry Dr., E.
Falmouth, MA Social Committee . . . Pistol Club
. . .
Newspeak . . . Skeptical Chemists . . . Future: Graduate
School
Jennifer Ann Pollard, Civil Engineering; Oakham Rd., New
Braintree, MA Crew
. . . Glee Club . . . ASCE ... Chi
Epsilon . . . Future: Employment
Richard Poole, Electrical Engineering; 296 Power Rd.,
Pawtucket, RI Skull
. . . Class President . . . Class
Treasurer .
. . Goats Head Pub Board of Directors . . .
Financial Aid Committee . . . IFC Marathon
Co-Chairman . . . IEEE
. . . Phi Gamma Delta . . .
Intramural Sports .
. . Future: Undecided
Wiebe H. Postema, Civil Engineering; 11 Holiday Rd.,
Wayland, MA Junior Varsity Basketball . . . Intramural
Basketball . . . Christian Bible Fellowship
Earl J. Potter, II, Electrical Engineering; 126 Hinckley Cir.,
Osterville, MA Intramural Basketball . . . Future:
Employment & Travel
Leonard Edmond Powell, Management; 921 Westminster
Hill Rd., Fitchburg, MA.
Robert J. Powell, Mechanical Engineering; 178 Osborne Ln.,
Southport, CT.
Frank Daniel Pulaski, Mechanical Engineering; 265 Shore
Rd., Waterford, CT.
Robert A. Raslavsky, Interdisciplinary; 9 Commodore Rd.,
Worcester, MA Rowing Club . . . Future: Real Estate
Development
Anthony Joseph Raymond, Electrical Engineering; 39
Anthony Rd., Franklin, MA Phi Gamma Delta . . . IEEE
. . . Freshman Orientation Committee . . . Future:
Employment
John P. Richie, Jr., Life Sciences; 34 Temple St., West
Boylston, MA Life Sciences Club . . . Outing Club
. . . Future: Graduate School
Stephen Wayne Robichaud, Electrical Engineering; 13
Harding Rd., Fairhaven, MA D-3 . . . 12:15 Club ... Phi
Sigma Kappa
. . . IEEE . . . Outing Club . . . Peddler
. . . Tau Beta Pi . . . Eta Kappa Nu . . . Future: Move to
Spain & become a farmer
Barry A. Rogers, Civil Engineering; Richardson Corner Rd.,
Charlton, MA Rifle & Pistol Club . . . Intramural
Volleyball . . . Chi Epsilon . . . ASCE . . . Future: Enjoy
life
Reginald Roome II, Civil Engineering; Mirror Lake, NH
Robert N. Rossier, Environmental Science; RFD #4,
Concord, NH ROTC . . . D-3 . . . Scuba Club . . .
Peddler . . . Future: Enjoy life
Peter J. Rowden, Management; 32 Warren Ave., Leicester,
MA Football . . .Baseball
. . .Lambda Chi Alpha . . .
Future: Undecided
Richard Lawrence Rupp, Computer Science; 319 Linden St.,
Massapequa Park, N.Y.
Richard J. Ruscito, Chemical Engineering; 275 East View
Ave., Cranston, RI Resident Advisor . . . AIChE
. . .
Future: Undecided
Bruce Carl Rutsch, Electrical Engineering;
Rockview Ave., N. Plainfield, N.J.
739 West
John Sabot, Jr., Electrical Engineering; 67 Mayflower Ave.,
Chicopee, MA Sigma Pi . . . Eta Kappa Nu . . . Tau Beta
Pi . . . IEEE . . . IEEE-HKN Newsletter . . . Future:
Undecided
Woodrow Saccoccio, Electrical Engineering; 172 Garden St.,
Farmington, CT Future: Undecided
Robert J. Sachuk, Mechanical Engineering; North Rd., RFD
#1, Northampton, MA Crew . . . Masque . . . IRHC
. . . Glee Club . . .ROTC . . . Future: Navy
Joseph A. Sage, Civil Engineering; 2 Richards Ave., Paxton,
MA Chi Epsilon . . . Future: Graduate School
John Joseph Salvatore, Civil Engineering; 82 Robin Rd.,
Windsor, CT ASCE . . . Intramural Sports
David William Sartorelli, Chemical Engineering; 969
Broadway, Chelsea, MA Alpha Tau Omega . . . Future:
Employment
Bradlee Hall Sargent, Computer Science; 127 Edgewood
Rd., Westwood, MA.
Philip Alexander Scarrell, Chemical Engineering; 38
Prospect St., Winchendon, MA Phi Gamma Delta . . .
Social Committee . . . Intramural Sports . . . Hockey
Club . . . Future: Process or Production Engineering
Richard Edward Schonning, Civil Engineering; 89 Whipple
St., Worcester, MA Rifle & Pistol Club . . . Intramural
Sports . . . Future: Songwriting and civil engineering
Clifford A. Schulze, Civil Engineering; 79 West St., Apt. 36,
Worcester, MA Scuba Club . . . Camera Club . . . Rifle &
Pistol Club . . . Peddler . . . SFPE . . . ASCE . . . D3
. . . Future: Employment & Graduate School
Martin Edward Schulze, Physics; 4 Liberty Lane, Attleboro,
MA
Allan Schweber, Planning; 48 Adm. Kalbfus Rd., Newport,
R.I.
Steven Sepe, Life Sciences; 39 South St., Foxboro, MA
Baseball . . . Intramural Sports . . . Life Sciences Club
.
. . Volunteer Probation Officer . . . Future: Dentistry
David A. Shapiro, Mechanical Engineering; 5 Pegs Lane,
Riverhead, NY Future: Employment & Graduate School
Wayne Kenneth Shiatte, Civil Engineering; 5 Saybrook Dr.,
Glenmont, N.Y.
Lawrence T. Shiembob Jr., Mechanical Engineering; 629
Elm St., Rocky Hill, CT
James Shuris, Civil Engineering; 46 Pond Court, Clinton,
MA ASCE . . . Chi Epsilon . . . Intramural Basketball
. . . Future: Project/Design Engineer
Kerry Siebein, Mechanical Engineering; 19 Werf Dr., W.
Redding, CT SWE . . . Bowling . . . Faculty Awards
Committee . . . Future: Graduate School or employment
Richard E. Skowronski, Mechanical Engineering; 411
Buddington Rd., Shelton, CT Rifle & Pistol Club
Gregory Francis Smith, Mechanical Engineering; 79 Spring
Glen Ter., Hamden, CT
Mark S. Soucy, Mechanical Engineering; 4 Martin St., Fort
Kent, ME Rifle & Pistol Club . . . Scuba Club ... Ski
Team . . . ASME . . . SESA . . . DSB
Gary J. Sowyrda, Mechanical Engineering; 15 Olsen Rd.,
Peabody, MA Baseball . . . Newspeak . . . Phi Kappa
Theta .
. .
Future: To be competent
James Speers, Civil Engineering; 451 Circuit Ave., Pocasset,
MA Intramural Basketball . . . ASCE . . . Future: Politics
John Emile Spolowich, Humanities; Rt. 1, Box 8, Kent, CT
Edmund Juris Sprogis, Electrical Engineering; 16 Strong Rd.,
W. Granby, CT
Newell Stamm, Jr., (akqxy), Civil Engineering; 102 Eddy
Lane, Newington, CT Outing Club . . . Rifle & Pistol Club
. . . Camera Club . . . Dormitory Hearing Board . . .
ASCE . . . Scuba Club . . . D-3 . . . Washington Project
Center . . . Editor, Peddler . . . Chi Epsilon
. .
. Future:
Construction & General Contracting
Mark E. Steblin, Electrical Engineering; 12 End St.,
Springfield, MA Cross Country . . . ROTC . . . Phi Kappa
Theta . . . Committee on Academic Policy . . . Future: Air
Force Pilot
Kenneth Jay Steinhardt, Computer Science; 104 Gov.
Bradford Dr., Barrington, R.I.
Paula Jane Stoll, Chemical Engineering; Lombard Rd.,
Hubbardston, MA.
Martha M. H. Sullivan, Chemistry; 9 Knowlton Ave.,
Shrewsbury, MA Chemistry Club . . . Wind Ensemble
. . . Sailing Club
Stephen Francis Superson, Civil Engineering; 15 Cornell St.,
So. Hadley, MA Soccer . . . Future: Graduate School or
employment
Kenneth Swenson, Electrical Engineering; 121 Elm Ave.,
Glen Cove, NY Football . . . Lacrosse . . . Sigma Phi
Epsilon . . . D-3
Gary M. Sylvestre, Computer Science; 17 Pratt Ave.,
Taftville, CT Rifle Club . . . Social Committee . . . Golf
. . . Intramural Sports
. . .
DPMA
. . . Phi Kappa Theta
Andrew Tabak, Mechanical Engineering; 466 Mansfield
Ave., Darien, CT Scuba Club . . . Rifle & Pistol Club
. . .ROTC. . .D-3. . . Future: U.S. Army Career Officer
J. Bradford Tannebring, Mechanical Engineering; 658 Cabot
St., Beverly, MA Pi Tau Sigma . . . Freshman Orientation
Committee . . . IRHC . . . Future: Design Engineering
Andrew Tannenbaum, Computer Science; 24 Woodstone
Rd., Basking Ridge, NJ
Dan Tarpley, Mechanical Engineering; 21 Pleasant Valley
Dr., Worcester, MA Glee Club . . . Scuba Club
David Tate, Computer Science; 43 Mascoma St., Lebanon,
NH Sigma Pi . . . Future: Industry
Tracy Melbourne Taylor, Computer Science; Maple St.,
Oakham, MA.
David J. Thibodeau, Jr., Electrical Engineering; 44 Scenic





Council . . . Sailing Club . . . Rifle Club . . . Future:
Graduate School, employment with engineering firm
Javad V. Tehrani, Mechanical Engineering; Pahlavi Ave. Kh
Sarvenaz, Tehran, Iran
Russell Cameron Thomas, Management; 631 Crocus Dr.,
Rockville, MD.
Douglas Thompson, Electrical Engineering; 1110 Main St.,
Whitinsville, MA Lens & Lights .
. . SFPE . . . Future:
employment in television engineering
Brian Michael Timura, Chemistry; 4 Berkshire Dr.,
Farmington, CT CHB .
. . Curriculum Committee . .
.
Lambda Chi Alpha . . . Skeptical Chemists . . . Future:
Medical School
Forrest Dane Titcomb, Mechanical Engineering;
Georgetown Rd., Boxford, MA
Susan B. Titherington, Electrical Engineering; Norfolk Rd.,
Litchfield, CT
Jeffrey R. Toran, Mechanical Engineering; 24 Linden Square,
Wellesley, MA Future: Employment in materials
engineering
Stephen Tourigny, Mechanical Engineering; 234 Seventh
St., Leominster, MA Phi Kappa Theta . . . ASM
. .
.
ASME . . . Future: Employment
Patricia A. Tracy, Civil Engineering; 191 No. Main St.,
Oxbridge, MA Chcerleading . . . Chi Epsilon . . . Student
Activities Board . . . ASCE . . . SWE . . . Resident
Advisor . . . Freshman Orientation Committee . . .
Future: Satisfaction
Alan Turnianskv, Computer Science; 601 So. 1 Avenue,
Highland Park, NJ Delta Sigma Tau . . . WPISFS . . .
Hillel . . . Future: Graduate School
Bettina M. Tuttle, Chemical Engineering; 7972 Jill Dr.,
Sagamore Hills, OH Band . . . Homecoming Queen
Track . . . Dormitory Representative . . .
Homecoming Committee . . . Swimming . . . Crew
. . . SAB . . . Social Committee . . . Zeta Psi
Eduardo M. Vakarce, Chemical Engineering; 12 Carroll Dr.,
Foxboro, MA Phi Sigma Kappa . . . Intramural Sports
. . . D-3 . . . Future: Leave Worcester
John V. Varaska, Civil Engineering; 11 Boyden St.,
Worcester, MA ASCE . . . SFPE . . .
John Joseph Vestri, Jr., Management; 230 Orchard St.,
Cranston, R.I.
Karlis David Viceps, Civil Engineering; 8412 Oswego Rd.,
Baldwinsville, NY Tennis . . . Ski Team . . . Outing Club
. . . ASCF . . . Future: Recreation and Resource Area
Planning
Craig S. Vickery, Physics; Boston Rd., Suiton, MA Sailing
Club . . . Nc/vspeak . . . Outing Club . . . Pep Band
. . . Future: Graduate School
Edward C. Viner, Mechanical Engineering; RR 210-M,
Route 197, Woodstock, CT Lens & Lights . . . ASME
. . . ASM . . . Asst. Cubmaster, B.S.A. . . . Future:
Industry
Andreas von Huene, Mechanical Engineering; 7 Oakland
Rd., Brookline, MA Glee Club . . . Baker's Dozen . . .
Zurich Exchange . . . D3 . . . Future: Live
Mae Ann Wright, Mechanical Engineering; 75 Elm St. Apt
.. B-6, Worcester, MA
Sandra Wyman, Chemical Engineering; 95 Percy Hawkes
Rd., Westbrook, ME Tau Beta Pi . . . Phi Lambda Upsilon
. . . AIChE . . . SWE ... Big Little Sister Program
. . .
Swim Team Manager
Randall Dean Wyatt, Electrical Engineering; 53 Beechcrest
St., Warwick, R.I.
Gregory Yeo, Chemical Engineering; 300 Avenue H,
Matamoras, PA Tau Beta Pi . . . Phi Lambda Upsilon
. . . AIChE . . . Pep Band . . . Intramural Sports . . .
Future: Graduate School
Robert E. Zawistowski, Mechanical Engineering; 7 Leone
Ave., Millbury, MA
Jeffrey Wakefield, Planning; 6 Reservoir Rd., Danvers, MA
Lacrosse.
Jonathan Williams Waldo, Civil Engineering; 764
Clapboard Hill Rd., Guilford, CT
Michael D. Walker, Civil Engineering; 4 Worcester St.,
Clinton, MA Skull . . . Football . . . Basketball . . .
Baseball . . . Hockey ... Phi Sigma Epsilon . . . Future:
Employment
John J. Wallace, Computer Science; 419 Maiden St., Holden,
MA Tennis . . . Newspeak . . . Tau Beta Pi . . . Upsilon
Pi Epsilon . . . WPIEST . . . Future: Graduate School
William Herbert Walton, Civil Engineering; 31
Commonwealth Ave., Springfield, VT Outing Club . . .
Track Team . . . ASCE . . . Chi Epsilon . . . Senior
Seminar Associate . . . Future: Graduate School
Robert Henry Warburton, Mechanical Engineering; 57 High
St., Milford, MA
Russell William Warnock, Mechanical Engineering; 2145
Buttonwood La., Scotch Plains, NJ
Anthony S. Weiner, Mechanical Engineering; 43 Woodbine
Ave., Larchmont, NY Glee Club . . . Baker's Dozen
. . . Masque . . . Sailing Club . . . Peddler
Louis B. Weiss, Management; 21 Haviland St., Worcester,
MA Future: Graduate School
Jeffrey Thomas Wetmore, Civil Engineering; 12 School St.,
Medfield, MA
Stephen B. Wilmot, Electrical Engineering; 401 Amherst Rd.,
Bryans Road, MD IEEE . . . Alpha Tau Omega
David A. Wilson, Mechanical Engineering; 19 Bunker Hill
Pkwy., West Boylston, MA Football . . . Lacrosse . . .
ASME ... Phi Gamma Delta ... Pi Tau Sigma . . .
Future: Design engineering
Wayne Wnuck, Chemical Engineering; 37 Bowman St.,
Westboro, MA Phi Lambda Upsilon . . . Future: Graduate
School
Doreen Woodman, Electrical Engineering; 17 Wigwam Ave.,
Worcester, MA Fencing . . . IEEE . . . EE Project
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Good Times, Bad Times









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Over the past year the Social Committee has attempted to
present a variety of entertainment to the W.P.I. Community.
.We have endeavored to establish a positive feeling about the
social life on campus. Well . . . maybe we have not yet done
that, but ... we have accomplished a few things, and over the
next semester more changes will occur.
As everybody knows, the Social Committee is heavily in-
volved with live entertainment on campus. W.P.I. Concerts
produces shows in the Wedge, Pub, Alden, and (of course)
Harrington. In general these shows have been poorly attended
(except for Livingston Taylor, which sold out), even though
they have been quality concerts. The emphasis was on provid-
ing diversity by scheduling many activities (including film and
fine arts) instead of doing three or four big concerts a year.
However, now we are at a point where the student body is
demanding big name concerts more often. As we are funded
directly by the students, we must respond to these demands.
Our attempts to do this have centered around establishing bet-
ter communication and continuity from year to year within the
system. However, this does not seem to be enough, and over the
next semester I forsee many changes being made in the struc-
ture of the committee, as well as a general increased awareness
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BOTTOMS UP TO THE
CLASS OF 1978








To the Class of 78



























/ THIS MAY BE YOUR LUCKY NUMBER
You may already have a diploma from:
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
To bring attention to our fine program in engineering
we offer you this contest. We are fully accredited by the
New England Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools. Courses at WPI are generally given in one of
three formats: study, study-conference, or individually
prescribed instruction (IPI). The degree requirements
include two one-unit qualifying projects, one in the major
field of study (the "Major Qualifying Project") and one
recommended in an activity relating technology to society
(the "Interactive Qualifying Project").
You may have already have won one of these fine prizes.
1 Grand Prize — Fully accredited B.S. degree in
Engineering (or $100.00 cash)
2 First Prizes — Major Qualifying Project
10 Second Prizes — Interactive Qualifying Project
100 Third Prizes — Humanities Sufficiency
500 Consolation Prizes — Appointment with Admissions
Officer of WPI
To find out if you have won send this coupon to:
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
WORCESTER MASSACHUSETTS 01609
708
( ) Yes, I want to learn more about how WPI can make
me competent to function in today's fast-paced high-
technology society.
















FOOD & SPIRITS J
THE FAMILYCAR
Even with a set of license plates, it's not the kind of
wheels you could take for a leisurely Sunday drive.
Not with the turbocharged Cosworth Ford DFX,
8 cylinder twin overhead camshaft engine producing 800
horsepower at 9000 RPM that sends this Penske-prepared
McLaren M24 down the chute.
But the Norton Spirit does serve as a proud symbol of the
professional skills and quality craftsmanship that have won
world-wide recognition for the Norton "family" of dedicated
people and fine products.
As a multinational manufacturer with more than 23,000
employees at over 100 plant locations in 24 countries,
Norton has a hand in the design, manufacture and distribution
of thousands of products in all shapes, sizes and materials.
You find, for example, that virtually every component on
a high-speed racing machine like The Spirit— as well as your
own family car— is shaped, smoothed and finished by Norton
abrasive products.
Yet Norton is more than the world's largest producer of
abrasives. The Company is also pacing the field in the develop-
ment and manufacture of ceramics, plastics, sealants,
chemical process products, diamond drilling and coring bits,
and industrial safety equipment.
It's in these important areas— as well as on the USAC
racing circuit— that you can look to Norton and its experi-
enced distributors for a winning performance. Norton
Company, World Headquarters:
Worcester, Massachusetts 01606. NORTON
170
maw
R.H.WHITE CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
Main Office-41 Central St., Auburn, Mass. 01501 (617) 832-3295
7 Wright Ave., Merrimack, New Hampshire 03054 (603) 424-3130
From
WorcesterCounty National Bank



















Congratulations to the Class of 1978 from:
m\UM
New England's Leader for
Glass and Aluminum Construction

















The Board of Trustees
Stanley C. Olsen























I sat down to write these comments to you rather early because I wanted you
to share my first impressions of Worcester Tech just as you are now gaining yours.
The night I drafted these thoughts was July 20 which, as you will recall, was the
night man first stepped on the moon. At the same time history was being made
before our eyes, my hi-fi was playing Mozart in the background. The ability to
bring the 18th and 20th centuries almost simultaneously into my consciousness
emphasized vividly the importance of technology. But it did more. It emphasized
that technology without values is valueless; that present accomplishment must
relate to and consider the whole sweep of human history and past accomplishment.
As Loren Eisely has said, "Man's story, in brief, is essentially that of a creature
who has abandoned instinct and replaced it with cultural tradition and the hard
won increments of contemplative thought." It is in participation in this process that
you and all of us at Worcester Tech are joined. The fact that we and you do so from
a technological base makes our mutual learning process especially important at this
time in history.
Worcester Tech has a long and excellent history of dialogue between the practi-
cal and the theoretical. The practical implies relevance to society, self-development for ones own creative life and service
in society. The theoretical implies generalization through broad basic principles in various areas — engineering, science,
humanities, societal. What balance one chooses between these two is partly determined by the Worcester Tech curriculum
and environment, partly by you. Each of you will do his own choosing. But we do expect and hope it will be with that
sense of history and contempletive thought expressed by Eiseley.
I can't ask each of you why you came here for further education, but I can tell you why I did. My experience has indicated
that one grows and develops through change. Worcester Tech under former President Storke has started to change. Guiding
and helping with that change looked like a great opportunity in personal growth to me. But even more important was the
opportunity to interact directly with trustees and faculty and students in the educational process. What could be more
important or interesting than such activity for someone who subscribes whole heartedly to Loren Eiseley's statement?
There is more to it than an expression of interest or dedication or principles. Hard work, discussion, organization,
classroom and laboratory talk, fund-raising, research, writing. I hope every student in every class and every faculty member
and every administrator and trustee will contribute in some way to this process. You as the largest class have great
opportunity for contribution and influence. We count on it from you.
Let me suggest another area of contribution. It doesn't take long to recognize that nothing in this world is perfect. Not
people, organizations or societies. Nor does it take great experience to recognize that man is a constant seeker for perfection.
Worcester Tech and its staff and students are no exception.
The great value of an academic institution is its ability to develop ideas for change in an environment of open and rational
discussion. Here one can express lack of belief in the perfection of things as they are. But simultaneously ones presence
in an academic community demands the search for new truth, the next step toward perfection.
This college has a long tradition of interaction between faculty, students, and administration. All of us should recognize
tradition and honor it by new ideas for constructive improvement. Testing ideas in the confrontation of debate can't help
but lead to solution, refinement, and development. Each of us must listen to the other, understand each other, and act finally
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Newspeak of Worcester Polytechnic institute, formerly the Tech News, has been
published weekly during the academic year, except during college vacations, since 1909.
The editorial opinions expressed herein are the opinions of the person whose name
appears at the end of theeditorial, and are not necessarily those of the editorial board or
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As we join a tour of campus;
"What major are you interested in?"
"Engineering?"
"Good we'll be sure to go through the engineering building."
"The house we were just in is Higgins House, it became part of the campus in 1970. Initally it was unused
until Boynton collapsed . . . well not really collapsed. Anyway, with Boynton unusable they scattered the
administration throughout Worcester, Admissions and Financial Aid ended up down here."
"No, you'd have to ask Heselbarth about sports scholarships."
"Did the Admissions officer explain the Plan?"
"Good, then you're familiar with the IQP, Competency, MQP and Sufficiency — they are the only degree
requirements here. That makes it possible to get your baccalaureate in three years, of course The Plan also
makes it possible to take six years."
"Up there is Boynton, the building I was telling you about. There are rumors that all that scaffolding is
permanent, but I don't think they'd ..."
Smhis Peddler is dedicated to The Plan. It seemed appropriate, it affected us like an atmosphere, surrounding
us and being sucked into our being. We worked within a system of few restrictions that forced us to use more
constraints, to produce a "technological humanist". When recalled, the stamina this took is blurred in memory,
only the mechanical means remain clear.
The Plan is full of unusual methods of education. Competencys, Intersession, seven week terms, qualifying
projects, and Consortium courses are a diverse lot. But they all have the underlying demand of sedulous effort
and time.
Aside from explaining ourselves to the outside community, administrative nightmares have been created
in the need for an unconventional record system and scheduling requirements of a half dozen different course
formats. The strain on the faculty has been repeatedly documented. And students are in a system that demands
more and more energy outside the classroom.
With this commitment demanded by The Plan it is unreasonable to expect more of all those involved. Yet
by some means you people found the way to give more. Somehow Newspeak was published and clubs
flourished and fraternities grew and concerts were held. Somehow professors had time for ear-bending in the
pub, expeditions to Katahdin or a game of handball. Somehow you people gave again and again.
I witnessed your concern and support with every experience at WPI. You are the breath of life that gave
conception to The Plan and sustains it today. Because of your excellence in all that was accomplished, I am
humbly grateful.
"What's it like going here?"
"Oh it's like 3,000 people and 30 buildings, The Plan makes it a little strange, but there's more than that,
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